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Why should we care about the political activity of mega-
firms?

The Politics of Mega-Firms



Convexity: charitable foundations, bundling, setting up PACs and 
SuperPAC’s (independent expenditure), retaining lobbying firms, 
internal lobbyists, etc.

Reason #1
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We document a distinct amplification channel: 
Exploiting ownership to influence political giving of 
portfolio firms’ PACs

Political spending patterns of investor firms and of 
the firms they acquire

Punchline: post-acquisition firms start giving more 
like their investor, amplifying the investor’s 
political footprint

This paper
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� The PAC giving of investors and portfolio firms are more correlated 
after large (>1%) block purchases

� This relationship is causal. Exogenously generated acquisitions due 
to index inclusion (S&P500, Russell 2000 Index, etc.) produce 
sharper alignments of political giving

� It most plausibly reflects firms’ donations adjusting to investors’ 
preferences rather than a common strategic goal:
1. Investor’s giving is stable pre vs post acquisition, while the firm’s 

changes
2. Effect is stronger for “political/partisan” investors & private (vs public) 

investors
3. Board membership of investor post acquisition predicts additional 

convergence in political giving between investor & firm

Investing in influence: Main 
results



� Data:
q Time: Congressional election cycles 1980-2016
q Investors: All 13-F (>$100M) investors disclosing quarterly 

holdings
q Firms: all portfolio firms for our sample of investors

� Analysis:
q Investor-firm pair x congressional district x electoral cycle level  
q 88,315 investor-firm pairs x 435 congressional districts x 19 

election cycles 
� Also (Investor-firm pair x election cycle) analysis

Data: Overview



� Investors and firms are linked via quarterly-updated Thomson-
Reuters ownership data

� We distinguish between two types of acquisitions: Indexed versus 
non-indexed purchases (addition to S&P500, etc…)

� …and several types of investors:
q Politically active vs inactive based on campaign donations 

(Stratmann 2005)
q Partisan vs ‘balanced’ (Bonica 2014)
q Private (e.g., Citadel) vs publicly owned (e.g., Black Rock)

Measuring ownership



� Our main estimating equation is as follows:

log 1 + 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑃𝐴𝐶!"# = 𝛽$ log 1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑃𝐴𝐶%"# ×𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡%!"

+ 𝛽& log 1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑃𝐴𝐶%"# + 𝛽'𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡%!"

+ 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜖%!"#

� Notes:
q 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 is an indicator variable denoting the period when the

investor acquires > 1%, and later
q 𝐹𝐸 indicates a saturated set. The basic formulation includes

investor, firm, congressional district, and election cycle fixed
effects (we also include even more saturated specifications)

Ownership and correlation in 
giving



Ownership and correlation in 
giving



Ownership and correlation in 
giving



� We get roughly comparable coefficients in a specification in which 
we use discrete giving variables

� Interpretation: If an investor gives to politician in district d in cycle t, 
there is a 1 to 2 percentage point increase in the likelihood a firm 
gives to the same politician, after an acquisition, relative to a base 
rate probability of just under 4 percentage points

� 25-50% increase in political giving alignment post investment 
relative to baseline

Magnitudes



� Is there simply time-varying unobserved changes in firm and 
investor preferences?

� Do investors influence firms, or firms influence investors?

� If investors influence firms, are they simply imparting a new
common strategic goal?

Ownership-giving correlation: 
interpretation



Only Index-based Acquisitions: 
Stronger Effect



Event plots (cosine similarity)

3.2.1 Investor-firm cosine similarity

We begin with event plots of investor-firm cosine similarity for each date around the acquisition

cycle. These analyses may be seen as roughly paralleling the event plots in Figure 1. The main

distinction is that cosine similarity is undefined for cases in which either the firm or investor has

no political giving at all, and these observations are thus not included here.

We set Political Election Cycle = 0 as the cycle in which the acquisition takes place.27

Note that, while the figures we provide in the main text are based on simple mean values, in each

case we provide a version that conditions on investor, firm, and cycle fixed e↵ects, and plots the

analogous regression coe�cients from the following specification (where Political Election Cyclet =

�2 is the omitted date):

Cos(xi,t, xf,t) =
4X

s=�1

�sPolitical Election Cycle(s)i,f,t+s + �i + !f + �t + ✏i,f,t (3)

In Figure 2 we present results that parallel those of Figure 1, including both the full sample and

also the subsample of acquisitions based on index inclusions. The graph shows a very clear increase

in the giving similarity of firms and investors, starting in the acquisition period; again, the pattern

is particularly clear for the index-based subsample. The event plot in Figure 2 shows the higher

similarity is sustained at least to Political Election Cycle = 4. The size of the increase is large:

at Political Election Cycle = 0, just as the acquisition takes place, the mean investor-firm cosine

similarity is 0.10, rising to 0.14 – an increase of 40 percent – by Political Election Cycle = 4, as

shown in Figure A1. The regression-based version in Figure 2 shows a very similar pattern of the

coe�cients.

3.2.2 Investor and firm cosine similarities across election cycles

To this point, we have remained agnostic as to whether investors change their PAC giving in

response to firms’ interests or the converse. In this section we aim to establish which of these

e↵ects dominate, or whether the investor-firm convergence we describe in the preceding section is

driven by changes in both parties’ giving.

We test for firm versus investor adjustment by looking at which of the two holds its giving

more constant around acquisition dates. Intuitively, if a shift in firm behavior is driving the

convergence, we should observe a sharper break from past giving than investors, and vice-versa

if convergence is driven by investors; if both are responsible for convergence, we may expect no

di↵erence. We capture changes in giving via the over-time cosine similarity measure we defined

earlier, Cos(xj,t, xj,t+1), which reflects the similarity in giving by organization j between election

27Note that acquisition quarter could occur any time within the two-year election cycle window.
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Event plots of similarity in giving

Figure 1: Firm and investor PAC giving: Event study

This figure plots the coe�cient estimates of the baseline regression where we regress the firm PAC giving

on investor PAC giving during election cycles around the acquisitions while including firm, investor,

and congressional cycle fixed e↵ects. In particular, we plot the coe�cient estimates �t of the following

regression: Log(1 + PAC f ,c,t) =
P

4

t=�2
�t Cyclet ⇥ Log(1 + PACi,c,t) + ↵i + � f + ⌧t,c where ↵i, � f , and ⌧t,c

represent investor, firm, and cycle-district fixed e↵ects, respectively. Cyclet represent the t-th cycle relative

to the one in which the acquisition took place. For instance, Cycle1 is the cycle subsequent to the one in

which the acquisition took place. The same exercise is done using only the index induced acquisitions.

Political Election Cycle = 0 is the omitted congressional cycle from the above regression analysis and

serves as a benchmark.
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1. Public versus Private
q Private investors are more likely to invest their own money 

and/or face less outside scrutiny
q Private examples: Citadel, Paloma
q Public examples: Blackrock, Fidelity

2. Political: Above-median PAC giving investor during the sample 
period (private are more likely to be “political”)

3. Partisan: Among “political” investors, above-median skewness in 
D vs R composition

Heterogeneity by investor type 



Heterogeneity by investor type



� A board connection provides perhaps the readiest channel through 
which an investor might influence firm behavior

� We link investors to portfolio firms’ boards via BoardEx database

� About 5 percent of all purchases are associated with a post-
acquisition board seat

The role of board membership



Post-Investment Board 
Membership



� The simple intuition for the following test is that if investor
preferences are driving convergence, we should see more change 
in firm giving around acquisition dates, so 𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝑥!", 𝑥!"($ <
𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝑥%", 𝑥%"($ ; if firm preferences shift investor giving, we should 
get the converse. 

� We also look at a further layer in differences to net out general
consistency in giving for firms versus investors, i.e.,

𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝑥!", 𝑥!"($ − 𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝑥!")$, 𝑥!"

Cosine similarities around 
acquisitions



Firms are the ones that change 
their vectors of donations



� Is the political power exerted more than 
proportional to the investor control? Corporate 
governance/“Political tunneling?”

� Does common ownership increase collusion in 
regulatory influence? We have firms’ 
commenting in rulemaking (Bertrand, Bombardini, Fisman, 
Hackinen and Trebbi 2020)

Concluding thoughts (1)

Agarwal, Lucca, Seru, & Trebbi (2011) “Banking Regulation" 23
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� None of this is illegal, but this and other types of 
amplification go against basic “one person, one vote” 
logic

� Direction recently taken by Supreme Court 
(McCutcheon vs FEC 2014, Citizens United vs FEC 
2010) relaxing constraints on total PAC giving and 
independent expenditures may exacerbate issue

Concluding thoughts (2)


